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A B S T R A C T   

In this study, the metabolic profiles of traditional craftsmanship (TC) Liupao tea presented great changes at 
different processing stages. The contents of flavonoids and their glycosides generally exhibited a continuing 
downward trend, resulting in the sensory quality of TC-Liupao tea gradually improved. However, the taste of TC- 
Liupao tea faded when piling exceeded 12 h, as a result of the excessive degradation of some key flavor sub-
stances. Therefore, it could be deduced that piling for 10 h might be optimum for the quality formation of TC- 
Liupao tea. Sphingomonas, Acrobacter, Microbacterium, and Methylobacterium were the dominant bacteria during 
piling. The correlation analysis between differential metabolites and bacteria showed that only Sphingomonas and 
Massilia were significantly correlated to metabolites, demonstrating that the bacteria had less effect on the 
transformation of metabolites. Thus, the metabolic structure change during the process of TC-Liupao tea might 
be mainly attributed to the high temperature and humidity environment.   

1. Introduction 

Tea is now one of the three most consumed non-alcoholic beverages 
worldwide due to its excellent organoleptic properties and health ben-
efits, mainly divided into two categories: fermented and non-fermented 
(Lin et al., 2021). As the only post-fermented tea among the fermented 
teas, the addition of exogenous microorganisms has uniquely improved 
the quality of dark tea. Nowadays, dark tea has become the second 
largest tea category after green tea in China, the total output of which is 
rising year by year (Cheng et al., 2021). Liupao tea is a typical Chinese 
dark tea named after its place of origin, Liupao Town in Guangxi Zhuang 
Autonomous Region. Liupao tea boasts a long consumption history 
spanning 1500 years, which has been introduced to Hong Kong, Macao, 
and many other countries in Southeast Asia via the Maritime Silk Road 
(Mao, Wei, Teng, Huang, & Xia, 2017). Presently, it has been regarded as 
a Chinese geographical indication product and gained increasing 
attention, owing to its unparalleled sensory characteristics of vibrant 
redness, thickness, aging aroma, and purity, significantly different from 

black tea and green tea (Huang et al., 2023). Moreover, Liupao tea has 
been reported to have multitudinous bioactive compounds, which lay 
the substance foundation for its various health benefits, such as anti-
oxidant, anti-obesity, anti-diabetes, antihy-perlipidemic effect, anti-
aging effects, improvements inmetabolic syndrome-related diseases, 
protection againstorganic damage, and regulation of intestinal micro-
biotaflora (Feng et al., 2023). 

According to the difference in post-fermentation method, Liupao tea 
could be classified as traditional craftsmanship Liupao tea (TC-Liupao 
tea) and modern craftsmanship Liupao tea (MC-Liupao tea) (Feng et al., 
2023). Traditional craftsmanship is an indispensable method in the 
development process of Liupao tea, which is of great significance. The 
combination of traditional craftsmanship and long-term age enriches the 
flavor of the tea, resulting in Liupao tea with a unique betel nut aroma. 
Moreover, TC-Liupao tea has a higher production efficiency through a 
quick piling (about 10 h) instead of long-term pile fermentation of 
modern craftsmanship. Meanwhile, the shorter piling treatment also 
allows TC-Liupao tea to retain more flavorful substances, resulting in a 
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more mellow and lighter taste. In addition, due to the oxidative poly-
merization of polyphenols, TC-Liupao tea possesses various health 
benefits on antioxidant, hypoglycemic, hypolipidemic and cardiovas-
cular disease prevention (Qin et al., 2021). Considering the improved 
efficiency in Liupao tea production, an in-depth exploration of the var-
iations in the substances and microorganisms responsible for the quality 
of TC-Liupao tea is of great importance for the extensive application of 
its standardized and intelligent production. Up to now, most of studies 
have focused on the pile-fermentation process of MC-Liupao tea, with 
comparatively less attention on the changes in the quality during 
traditional craftsmanship. It is often believed that the functional activ-
ities and unique flavor characteristics of TC-Liupao tea are closely 
associated with the chemical composition and microorganism succes-
sion, so a systematic and comprehensive study of their changes during 
TC-Liupao tea processing has a strong guiding significance for 
improving its quality. 

In recent years, a variety of analytical methods have been employed 
to assess the quality of tea. Among them, analyzing the main chemical 
compositions including catechins, gallic acid, caffeine, etc., is the most 
widely used method in the quality evaluation of tea (Gu et al., 2020; Liu 
et al., 2021). However, it is not sufficient to analyze the unique flavor of 
TC-Liupao tea only depending on the main compounds, which are in fact 
related to the interaction of hundreds of active substances. Non-targeted 
metabolomics with the advantages of high sensitivity and broad 
coverage can be regarded as a powerful tool to analyze the small 
molecule metabolites in tea, which has been widely used for the quality 
assessment of tea (Wen et al., 2023). Based on non-targeted metab-
olomics the researchers successfully screened out the main flavor 
markers of dark tea with different fermentation treatments (Chen et al., 
2023; Wang, Teng, Huang, Wei, & Xia, 2023). As is well-known, 
different from the other types of tea, microorganisms play a vital role 
in the transformation of chemical components in dark tea (Wu et al., 
2023). High-throughput sequencing can provide insights into the 
composition, activities, and dynamics of a wide range of bacteria and 
elucidate bacterial influences on flavor metabolism (Reuter, Spacek, & 
Snyder, 2015). Based on high-throughput sequencing technology, re-
searchers found the predominant bacterial genera of Fuzhuan tea, Pu- 
erh tea, and Liupao tea, and elaborated on their effects on the flavor 
and quality of dark tea (Li et al., 2019; Li et al., 2022; Wang et al., 2021). 
These bacterial genera are mainly involved in the metabolism of flavor 
compounds (tea polysaccharides, flavonoids, polyphenols, etc.) in dark 
tea fermentation. Since the corresponding chemical compositional 
changes and bacterial communities' succession during the processing of 
TC-Liupao tea have not been elucidated, the production still relies on 
sensory judgment rather than chemical indicators to determine its 
quality. Therefore, it is important to explore the correlation between the 
non-volatile substances and their bacterial communities in the TC- 
Liupao tea and elucidate their effects on quality generation. 

This work aims to: (1) systematically investigate the non-volatile 
metabolites and screen out differential substances during the process-
ing of TC-Liupao tea; (2) reveal the change of bacterial communities 
during processing and the effect of key bacteria on the quality of TC- 
Liupao tea; (3) analyze the correlation between metabolites and bacte-
ria to clarify the flavor basis of TC-Liupao tea taste quality. This study 
will open a new route for a comprehensive understanding of TC-Liupao 
tea processing and the interaction between the bacterial community and 
non-volatile metabolites, providing a theoretical foundation for further 
improvement of TC-Liupao tea quality. 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Chemicals 

Standards of catechin (C, ≥98%)、epicatechin (EC, ≥98%)、gallo-
catechin (GC, ≥98%)、epigallocatechin (EGC, ≥98%)、catechin gallate 
(CG, ≥98%)、epicatechin gallate (ECG, ≥98%)、gallocatechin gallate 

(GCG, ≥98%)、epigallocatechin gallate (EGCG, ≥98%)、gallic acid 
(GC, ≥98%)、caffeine (CAF, ≥98%)、theobromine (TB, ≥98%) and 
theophylline (TP, ≥98%) were purchased from Chengdu Refmedic 
Technology Co., LTD (Chengdu, China). LC-MS grade methanol was 
purchased from Honeywell China Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China) and HPLC 
grade acetonitrile was purchased from Shanghai Ampere Scientific In-
struments Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Ultrapure water was used 
throughout the experiment. 

2.2. Sampling and pretreatment 

The TC-Liupao tea samples were produced by Guangxi Research 
Institute of Tea Science (Guilin, China). Fresh tea leaves from Lingyun 
Baihao cultivar with one bud and two or three leaves were collected in 
June 2022 and processed into TC-Liupao tea by traditional craftsman-
ship including the steps of spreading, fixation, rolling, drying and piling. 

Firstly, the fresh leaves were spread in the withering tank to reduce 
the moisture (70% - 75%). Then, the withered teas were stir-fried to 
remove the grass flavors. Next, the tea leaves were rolled with a machine 
for around 15 min. Subsequently, the tea leaves were dried at 200 ◦C for 
about 5 min to lose moisture (56% - 61%). When the tea temperature 
dropped to 50 ◦C, it was wrapped with gauze into a bamboo basket, 
keeping the environment temperature 22–26 ◦C and the humidity 65% - 
70%. The tea leaves were piling for about 12 h. The samples were 
collected at the eleven different stages for each batch: the fresh leaves 
(FL), spreading (S), fixation (F), rolling (R), drying (D), piling for 2 h 
(P2), 4 h (P4), 6 h (P6), 8 h (P8), 10 h (P10) and 12 h (P12). The samples 
were roasted until fully dry and sealed for sensory evaluation and 
metabolic analysis. Besides, the collected parallel samples during piling 
process were stored at − 80 ◦C for the subsequent microbiological assay. 

2.3. Sensory evaluation and color difference analysis of TC-Liupao tea 

The sensory evaluation of TC-Liupao tea was described and scored by 
a sensory panel consisting of three well-trained panelists from the 
Guangxi Research Institute of Tea Science according to the national 
methodology of sensory evaluation of tea (GB/T 23776–2018). 3.0 g of 
each tea sample was brewed with 150 mL of freshly boiled water for 5 
min, and then tea infusion was cooled to room temperature for the 
sensory evaluation, including appearance, infusion color, taste, bottom 
leaf and aroma. The color difference analysis was carried out using a CS- 
821 N spectrophotometer (FigSpec Technology Co., Ltd., Hangzhou, 
China), and the corresponding values of L*, a* and b* for each infusion 
indicated brightness, red-green degree, yellow-blue degree, respec-
tively. The overall color difference was denoted by ΔE, as follows (Zhu 
et al., 2023): 

ΔE =

̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅̅

(ΔL)2
+ (Δa)2

+ (Δb)2
√

(1)  

2.4. Chemical composition analysis 

Each tea sample at different stages was well dispersed and milled into 
fine powder (100 mesh). 0.2000 g tea powder was placed into a 10 mL 
centrifuge tube, and then added 5 mL of methanol-water (70:30, v/v). 
The tube was kept in a water bath at 70 ◦C for 10 min and then 
centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 10 min. Repeated the above process twice 
and the supernatant was diluted to 10 mL by methanol-water (70:30, v/ 
v) for quantitative analysis. 

All high-performance liquid chromatography HPLC analysis were 
performed on a Prominence-i LC-2030C (Shimadzu, Japan) equipped 
with a ChromCore AQ-C18 (4.6 × 250 mm, 5 μm). The 5% acetonitrile 
and 80% acetonitrile solutions were prepared as mobile phases A and B, 
respectively. The chromatographic elution was 0.00–20.00 min, 100% - 
100% A; 20.01–55.00 min, 100% - 75% A; 55.01–65.00 min, 100% A. 
The column temperature was kept at 35 ◦C. A 20 μL aliquot of the sample 
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solution was injected into the separation system and delivered at a flow 
rate of 0.8 mL min− 1. The detection wavelength was 278 nm. 

2.5. Metabolomics analysis 

The tea powder (0.0200 g) was accurately weighed and mixed with 
1 mL methanol-water solution (70:30, v/v), and then subjected to ul-
trasonic extraction at room temperature for 15 min. The extract was 
centrifuged at 5000 rpm for 10 min. The analysis was performed in 
duplicate, and each extract was filtered through a 0.22 μm millipore 
filter and stored at − 20 ◦C before metabolomics analysis. Quality control 
samples (QC) were prepared by mixing an equal amount of sample 
extract and inserted for every eight samples to test the stability and 
reproducibility of the instrument state and data. 

The LC-QTOF/MS system was equipped with a Shimadzu HPLC (LC- 
20 A) and a Sciex QTOF/MS (TripleTOF 5600+), and LC separation was 
achieved on a Waters HSS T3 column (2.1 mm × 150 mm, 3.5 μm). The 
mass spectrometer was operated in both positive and negative ionization 
modes over a full-scan range of 50–1000 m/z. In the positive ion mode, 
formic acid (0.1%, v/v) and pure acetonitrile were used as mobile phases 
A and B, respectively. The mobile phase for the negative ion mode 
consisted of 5 mM ammonium formate (A) and pure acetonitrile (B). The 
gradient elution for the system was as follows: 0.00–3.00 min, 1% B; 
3.01–24.00 min, 1% - 100% B; 24.01–32.00 min, 100% B, 32.01–37.00 
min, 1% B. The source voltage and collision energy for the positive ion 
mode were set to 5500 V and 30 V, and 4500 V and − 30 V for the 
negative ion mode, respectively. 

The raw data were converted to the ABF format using Ana-
lysisBaseFileConverter and processed by MS-DIAL software (version 
4.36), then subjected to perform noising filtering, peak identification, 
overlapped peak analysis, peak alignment, and peak filling. The pre-
processed results such as the retention time, mass-to-charge ratio and 
peak area, etc. were summarized in a data matrix. Thereafter, metabo-
lites were identified based on publicly available databases (e.g., Mass-
Bank, LipidBlast, and MetaboBase) and standard databases from 
chemical standards (including retention time, mass accuracy, and MS/ 
MS fragmentation spectra) with an identification score cutoff of 80% 
and accurate mass tolerance of 0.05 Da for MS1 and 0.10 Da for MS2, 
respectively. The raw data obtained from positive and negative ions 
were all processed as described above and combined for further statis-
tical analysis. 

2.6. Bacterial analysis 

After genomic DNA extraction according to the DNA extraction kit, 
the concentration and purity were measured using the NanoDrop One 
(Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). The V4 regions of the bacteria 
were amplified by using the primer 515F and 806R (Invitrogen, CA, 
USA). PCR amplification was performed in a total volume of 50 μL re-
action mixture containing 25 μL 2× Premix Taq (Takara Biotechnology 
Co., Ltd., Dalian, China), 1 μL each primer (10 μM), and 3 μL DNA (20 ng 
μL− 1) template and nuclease-free water to adjust the volume. The re-
action mixture was amplified by thermocycling: 5 min at 94 ◦C for 
initialization, 30 cycles of 30 s denaturation at 94 ◦C, 30 s annealing at 
52 ◦C, and 30 s extension at 72 ◦C, followed by 10 min final elongation at 
72 ◦C. The PCR instrument was BioRad S1000 (Bio-Rad Laboratory, CA, 
USA). The length and concentration of the PCR product were detected by 
1% agarose gel electrophoresis. Samples with bright main strips be-
tween 290 and 310 bp could be used for further experiments. PCR 
products were mixed in equidensity ratios according to the GeneTools 
Analysis Software (version 4.03.05.0). Then, the mixture of PCR prod-
ucts was purified with an E.Z.N.A. Gel Extraction Kit (Omega, GA, USA). 
Sequencing libraries were generated using NEBNext® Ultra™ II DNA 
Library Prep Kit for Illumina® (New England Biolabs, MA, USA) 
following the manufacturer's recommendations, and index codes were 
added. The library quality was assessed on the Qubit@ 2.0 Fluorometer 

(Thermo Fisher Scientific, MA, USA). At last, the library was sequenced 
on an Illumina Nova6000 platform and 250 bp paired-end reads were 
generated. 

Paired-end clean reads were merged using usearch-fastq_mergepairs 
(version 10) according to the relationship of the overlap between the 
paired-end reads, and the resulting spliced sequences were the original 
Tags data (Raw Tags). Fastp (version 0.14.1) was resorted to control the 
quality of the raw data to obtain the paired-end clean tags. For each 
representative sequence, the silva database was used to annotate taxo-
nomic information by usearch-sintax with the confidence threshold 
≥0.8). Then the OTU taxonomy synthesis information table was ob-
tained for the final analysis. R software (version 5.1.3) was employed for 
common and endemic species statistics and community composition 
analysis. 

2.7. Statistical analysis 

Orthogonal partial least squares discriminant analysis (OPLS-DA) 
was performed using SMICA-P (version 14.1) and the Metware cloud 
tools at https://cloud.metware.cn. The Variable Importance in Projec-
tion (VIP) was used to screen key differential marker metabolites. Data 
were evaluated using a significance level of p = 0.05 through one-way 
ANOVA by SPSS (version 26.0). Heatmap visualization and correlation 
analysis were performed using the OmicStudio tools at https://www. 
omicstudio.cn/tool. 

3. Results 

3.1. Color and sensory evaluation of TC-Liupao tea at different process 
stages 

Color and flavor, as vital parameters for the quality assessment of 
tea, in general, can be markedly affected by different processing pro-
cedures. To investigate the effects of traditional craftsmanship treat-
ment, the color and sensory properties of TC-Liupao tea samples were 
measured and their scores were exhibited in Fig. S1, Table S1 and 
Table S2. As shown in Table S1, the color of tea infusion and bottom 
leaf of TC-Liupao tea samples gradually turned from green to yellow 
during traditional craftsmanship processing and lost their luster espe-
cially after piling. Combined with changes of chromatic aberration, the 
L* and a* values of tea infusion initially presented a sharp downtrend 
and then into a plateau after rolling, while the b* values were signifi-
cantly increased, indicating that the brightness and red degree of tea 
infusion were decreased after rolling treatment and became more green 
and yellow. The chromatic aberration of tea infusion was basically 
consistent with the results of sensory evaluation. Moreover, the ΔE 
values between each processing stage and the initial stage of fresh leaves 
were calculated to verify the change trend of the total color difference. 
Apparently, the ΔE sharply increased (p < 0.05) before the rolling stage, 
whereas after that it showed no significant difference, further denoting 
that rolling might play a key role for the TC-Liupao tea infusion color 
formation. Besides, it was noteworthy that the b* during the overall 
piling procedure compara-bly improved only with slight fluctuations, 
resulting in noticeable yellow deepening of tea infusion rather than 
transforming into reddish-brown like most of dark tea through pile- 
fermentation (He et al., 2023), which could be viewed as one of the 
typical features of TC-Liupao tea. 

From Table S1, it could be also observed that the aroma and taste 
started to change from the fixation procedure, the grassy aroma faded 
away and the bitter and astringent taste emerged, and the appearance of 
TC-Liupao tea became tight and sturdy and maintained after rolling. 
With the prolongation of piling duration, the intensity of bitterness and 
astringency gradually subsided and the tea infusion presented a mellow 
taste and a strong fragrance with higher acceptance. However, the 
scores of infusion color, aroma, taste and bottom leaf of TC-Liupao tea 
samples began to decline with 12 h piling, and the taste of TC-Liupao tea 
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became lighter in especial, which demonstrated that a lengthy piling 
duration (>10 h) was not desirable for the formation of TC-Liupao tea 
with high-quality. 

3.2. Quantitation of main chemical components during TC-Liupao tea 
processing 

The main characteristic components including gallic acid (GA), 
theobromine (TB), caffeine (CAF), theophylline (TP) and 8 monomers of 
catechins (C, EC, GC, EGC, CG, ECG, GCG and EGCG) were analyzed by 
HPLC to investigate the effect of traditional processing technology on 
the quality of TC-Liupao tea. One-way ANOVA analysis of variance using 
Duncan's post-hoc test revealed specific differences in chemical 
composition during different processing stages of TC-Liupao tea, as 
summarized in Table 1. 

As important polyphenol nutrients with rich biological activities in 
tea, in general, gallated catechins exhibit more bitter and astringent 
than non-gallated catechins, and the bitterness and astringency of epi-
catechins are more intense than non-epicatechins at the same level (Xu 
et al., 2018). It could be obviously observed that the abundances of 
epicatechins were overall higher than those of non-epicatechins. And the 
contents of non-epicatechins such as GC, CG and GCG, significantly 
increased during piling procedure, whereas the concentration of epi-
catechins notably decreased compared to fresh leaves, especially after 
10 h pile. Among the four detected gallated catechins, the EGCG and 
ECG abundances were relatively higher, the concentrations of which 
fluctuated and changed repeatedly with the minimum and maximum 
values located at the fixation and P4 stages, respectively. Comparably, 
the contents of CG and GCG were generally low with minimum con-
centrations of 1.12 ± 0.00 mg g− 1 and 1.08 ± 0.01 mg g− 1, respectively, 
but showed a relatively large increase during the piling stage. Similar to 
the gallated epicatechins, the concentrations of total catechins (TCs) 
fluctuated during the overall TC-Liupao tea process, and reached the 
maximum values after 4 h pile, and then gradually declined to 165.85 ±
0.20 mg g− 1, but in reverse increased to 172.05 ± 0.45 mg g− 1 when the 
piling time exceeded ten hours. 

GA is another important chemical component in TC-Liupao tea, 

which increased during the piling procedure with the highest content at 
the P10 stage approximately double that of fresh leaves. The common 
alkaloids in TC-Liupao tea include CAF, TB and TP, which not only 
contribute to allaying tiredness but also have a stimulating effect on the 
central nervous system (Fernández, López, Pablos, González, & Martín, 
2003). By comparison, the levels of CAF were far higher than the other 
two components and presented a similar change trend with catechins. 
The concentrations of TP remained relatively stable throughout, how-
ever, the contents of TB slightly decreased during piling, with its highest 
value present in fresh leaves (3.50 ± 0.04 mg g− 1). In general, the 
content of catechins and alkaloids in dark tea was reported to show a 
relatively great decrease after fermentation (Shi et al., 2021). Compared 
with before-piling, despite the content of total catechins (TCs) and total 
alkaloids (TAs) in P10 declined, but by a very small margin, approxi-
mately 0.31% and 1.25%, respectively, which allowed more flavor 
compounds to be retained in TC-Liupao tea, providing a rich material 
foundation for its flavor transformation during storage. In fact, the 
substance changes in the traditional craftsmanship treatment of TC- 
Liupao tea are dynamic and complicated, it is not enough to judge its 
influence on the quality of TC-Liubao tea only according to the analysis 
of these main ingredients. Therefore, the non-targeted metabolomic 
analysis was employed to explore the biochemical change in TC-Liupao 
tea with traditional processing technology from a broad range of non- 
volatile compounds aspects. 

3.3. Metabolomic profiling of different process stages 

To better reflect the changes in the quality of TC-Liupao tea during 
the processing, the non-targeted metabolomic analysis based on LC- 
QTOF/MS was performed on all samples from different process stages. 
As displayed in Fig. S2, the total ion chromatograms of the QC samples 
were basically consistent, indicating that the data recorded in this study 
had good stability and reproducibility. After peak extraction and 
alignment, 376 non-volatile metabolites were identified based on posi-
tive and negative ion modes. 

The supervised orthogonal partial least squares discriminant analysis 
(OPLS-DA) was first used to observe the general tendency in the non- 

Table 1 
Content of main chemical components among TC-Liupao tea during processing.  

Content 
(mg g− 1) 

FL S F R D P2 P4 P6 P8 P10 P12 

GA 0.16 ±
0.00a 

0.25 ±
0.00b 

0.25 ±
0.00b 

0.28 ±
0.00f 

0.26 ±
0.00c 

0.27 ±
0.00e 

0.30 ±
0.00g 

0.28 ±
0.00f 

0.27 ±
0.00d 

0.31 ±
.00h 

0.31 ±
0.00h 

TB 3.50 ±
0.04h 

2.31 ±
0.02bc 

3.19 ±
0.02g 

2.25 ±
0.01a 

2.28 ±
0.02ab 

2.32 ±
0.00bc 

2.28 ±
0.01ab 

2.50 ±
0.01e 

2.38 ±
0.01d 

2.32 ±
0.02c 

2.57 ±
0.03f 

TP 2.19 ±
0.01ef 

1.90 ±
0.01a 

1.97 ±
0.02b 

2.37 ±
0.01h 

2.01 ±
0.02c 

2.17 ±
0.02de 

2.22 ±
0.01f 

2.03 ±
0.02c 

2.14 ±
0.02d 

2.19 ±
0.02ef 

2.31 ±
0.04g 

CAF 35.64 ±
0.26a 

38.37 ±
0.25d 

35.57 ±
0.40a 

39.32 ±
0.08e 

37.93 ±
0.18c 

39.18 ±
0.09e 

40.70 ±
0.03f 

37.92 ±
0.10c 

38.57 ±
0.11d 

37.49 ±
0.14b 

39.06 ±
0.34e 

C 10.92 ±
0.13h 

9.75 ±
0.06c 

9.33 ±
0.06b 

10.37 ±
0.02f 

10.15 ±
0.03e 

10.50 ±
0.02g 

10.45 ±
0.02fg 

8.69 ±
0.02a 

10.00 ±
0.05d 

10.00 ±
0.01d 

10.36 ±
0.13f 

EC 17.91 ±
0.23h 

15.24 ±
0.05bc 

15.32 ±
0.08c 

16.11 ±
0.10e 

15.08 ±
0.05b 

17.23 ±
0.04g 

16.16 ±
0.02e 

14.73 ±
0.08a 

15.69 ±
0.28d 

15.68 ±
0.06d 

16.59 ±
0.15f 

GC 12.66 ±
0.11b 

12.00 ±
0.12a 

12.68 ±
0.02b 

15.19 ±
0.03g 

13.24 ±
0.02c 

13.35 ±
0.06c 

13.68 ±
0.05d 

12.69 ±
0.06b 

13.34 ±
0.03c 

14.00 ±
0.04e 

14.19 ±
0.09f 

EGC 22.79 ±
0.16h 

17.12 ±
0.12a 

19.25 ±
0.06f 

19.43 ±
0.03g 

17.11 ±
0.05a 

18.62 ±
0.02d 

18.83 ±
0.07e 

18.20 ±
0.06c 

17.83 ±
0.12b 

18.57 ±
0.04d 

18.94 ±
0.09e 

CG 1.12 ±
0.00a 

1.20 ±
0.01b 

1.32 ±
0.01c 

1.48 ±
0.01e 

1.44 ±
0.01d 

1.60 ±
0.01h 

1.67 ±
0.01i 

1.55 ±
0.01g 

1.55 ±
0.02g 

1.59 ±
0.01h 

1.51 ±
0.02f 

ECG 38.47 ±
0.31c 

40.85 ±
0.14e 

34.36 ±
0.30a 

38.64 ±
0.18c 

40.20 ±
0.18d 

41.09 ±
0.09e 

43.59 ±
0.11f 

36.30 ±
0.07b 

40.86 ±
0.17e 

38.76 ±
0.15c 

40.30 ±
0.28d 

GCG 1.45 ±
0.02b 

1.08 ±
0.01a 

1.61 ±
0.01c 

1.95 ±
0.02f 

1.85 ±
0.03de 

2.06 ±
0.03h 

2.02 ±
0.01g 

1.89 ±
0.01e 

1.98 ±
0.02fg 

2.06 ±
0.01h 

1.83 ±
0.05d 

EGCG 56.89 ±
0.59de 

55.15 ±
0.50b 

54.37 ±
0.20a 

57.8 ±
0.40fg 

57.32 ±
0.65e 

55.79 ±
0.10c 

60.54 ±
0.05h 

60.06 ±
0.14h 

57.06 ±
0.07ef 

56.41 ±
0.07d 

58.34 ±
0.33g 

TC 172.74 ±
1.20h 

161.26 ±
1.01b 

156.36 ±
0.01a 

171.62 ±
0.15fg 

166.37 ±
0.62d 

170.83 ±
0.34f 

176.64 ±
0.24i 

163.78 ±
0.35c 

168.05 ±
0.69e 

165.85 ±
0.2d 

172.05 ±
0.45gh 

TA 44.02 ±
0.31b 

45.06 ±
0.28c 

42.96 ±
0.39a 

46.85 ±
0.07e 

44.92 ±
0.21c 

46.55 ±
0.10e 

47.83 ±
0.04f 

45.11 ±
0.15c 

45.74 ±
0.13d 

44.36 ±
0.15b 

46.64 ±
0.43e  
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volatile metabolites of TC-Liupao tea during processing. As provided in 
Fig. 1A, the samples before and after piling were clearly separated along 
the x-axis of the score plot, which implied that there presented signifi-
cant difference in metabolic composition before and after piling. In 
other words, the piling procedure was responsible for chemical trans-
formation that might cause a great influence on sensory quality of TC- 
Liupao tea. In order to further clarify the primary differential changes 
on the metabolites induced by piling, the data performed by log2 and 
center normalization were subjected to the supervised OPLS-DA analysis 
with the samples divided into two groups (before-piling and after- 
piling), as plotted in Fig. 1B. It could be found that the before-piling 
samples were positioned on the right side of the diagram, while the 
after-piling samples were on the left side of the diagram, indicating a 
distinct separation between these different processing groups. And the 
differential compounds were screened in terms of the criterion of p <
0.01 combined with VIP > 1.5. A total of 62 key differential compounds 
were screened out between the before-piling and after-piling groups, 
consisting of 27 flavonoids and their glycosides, 10 terpenoids, 3 lignins, 
3 alkaloids, 3 phenols, 2 coumarins, 2 lipids, 2 esters, 1 organic acid, 1 
steroid and 8 other or unknown substances. To better observe the 
changes of differential metabolites, the heatmap visualization analysis 
of the 54 identified differential metabolites was carried out with the 
combination of hierarchical clustering, the data were pretreated by log10 
and Z-score normalization before analysis. It could be achieved from 
Fig. 2A that most of differential compounds were characterized by a 

large decrease after piling, particularly during the later period of piling 
where most of flavonoids attached their lowest content levels, such as 
quercetin-3,7-O-alpha-L-dirhamnopyranoside, myricetin-3-O-galacto-
side, etc., which was in agreement with previous studies on the changes 
in metabolite profiles during Fu brick tea fermentation (Xiao et al., 
2022). Moreover, to uncover the dominant chemical transformations 
that resulted in the decrease of the non-volatile metabolites, the piling 
process has been further investigated in detail. 

Similarly, the OPLS-DA score plots provided that the P2, P4, P6 and 
P8 were clustered together, while they were clearly separated from P10 
and P12 along the x-axis, the P10 group further from the P2–8 cluster 
than the P12 group (Fig. 1C), which suggested that the metabolic 
components in TC-Liupao tea kept transforming with the increase of 
piling time, and piling for 10 h might be an important turning point for 
the formation of TC-Liupao tea quality. Subsequently, for in-depth 
insight into the variation of metabolites during the piling procedure, 
the OPLS-DA model based on the samples which were redivided into 
three groups (P2-P8, P10 and P12), was constructed to succinctly screen 
piling discriminatory metabolites. The cross-validation with 200 per-
mutation tests manifested that the OPLS-DA models were reliable 
(Fig. S3). A total of 10 potential marker metabolites could be screened 
and differentially accumulated with different piling times according to 
the criterion of VIP > 1.5 and p < 0.01, including 3 flavonoids and their 
glycosides (robinin, quercetin-3,7-O-alpha-L-dirhamnopyranoside, api-
genin 6,8-di-glucopyranoside), 3 organic acids (2-hydroxy-3- 

Fig. 1. OPLS-DA score plots: (A) based on all samples at different processing stages. (B) based on before-piling and after-piling samples. (C) based on the samples 
during the piling procedure. (D) based on three groups (P2-P8, P10 and P12). 
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methylbutyric acid, p-coumaric acid, FA 18:2 + 2O), 2 terpenoids 
(ganoderic acid F and ginsenoside F3), 1 alkaloid (glycine-betaine) and 1 
steroid (Arenobufagin 3-hemisuberate). As exhibited in Fig. 2B, the box 
plots of these ten metabolites were established to identify their variation 
at different piling stages. Compared to the P2-P8 cluster, the contents of 
seven differential metabolites showed a continuous downward trend, 
but the abundance of FA 18:2 + 2O constantly increased with the 
extension of the piling time. Meanwhile, it was worth noting that the 
content of no matter robinin or ginsenoside F3 during piling tended to 
decrease in the first 10 h, however a relatively great increase was found 
after piling 12 h. This phenomenon might provide a reasonable expla-
nation for the P12 group more approaching to the P2–8 cluster in the 

score plots of OPLS-DA and once again confirmed that P10 was a time 
node of great concern in the formation of characteristic flavor of TC- 
Liupao tea. 

3.4. Analysis of bacterial diversity of TC-Liupao tea after different piling 
times 

For better understanding, regulating and ensuring the efficiency of 
the piling procedure, it is necessary to investigate the effect of bacterial 
communities on metabolites during piling. High-throughput sequencing 
of the 16S rDNA region yielded a total of 427,769 valid sequences from 
the piling procedure. In total, 895 bacterial operational taxonomic units 

Fig. 2. (A) Heatmap of 54 differential compounds at different processing stages. (B) The boxplots of 10 differential metabolites after different piling times.  
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(OTUs) were identified, belonging to 10 phyla, 18 classes, 48 orders, 69 
families and 96 genera. The Chao1 and Shannon indexes of each sample 
are commonly applied to evaluate the richness and diversity of the 
bacterial community, respectively. As displayed in Fig. S4, the Chao 1 
indexes had two slight increases at P4 and P10, whereas at the corre-
sponding stages, the Shannon indexes were slightly decreased, implying 
that the bacterial succession at P4 and P10 during the overall piling 
period might play a vital role on the chemical transformation of me-
tabolites in TC-Liupao tea. Herein, Proteobacteria was the most impor-
tant phylum in all piling samples, accounting for 69.60–84.40% of the 
total sequence number, followed by Actinobacteria (6.19–19.50%) and 
Bacteroidetes (7.29–10.86%), which was consistent with most of the 
traditional fermented foods (Bahule et al., 2024). In addition, the UpSet 
plot was employed to extract common and specific bacterial commu-
nities at the genus level (Fig. 3A). It could be obtained that there were 37 
shared bacterial genera during the piling procedure and the number of 
specific bacterial genera showed a trend of first decreasing and then 
increasing. Furthermore, it could be yielded from Fig. 3B that Sphingo-
monas (14.28–42.76%), Achromobacter (1.74–27.27%), Microbacterium 
(5.97–19.14%) and Methlobacterium (5.86–14.11%) were the main 
bacterial genera (Fig. 3B). The abundance of Sphingomonas was gener-
ally higher during the piling process, but the lowest of 14.28% in P10. 
The Achromobacter abundance began to increase in the later period of 

piling. Compared with P2, the abundance of Acronobacter after piling 10 
h increased from 6.43% to 48.64%, becoming the dominant bacterium 
of P10. However, Li et al. observed that Aspergillus was predominant 
throughout the entire manufacturing process of Fu brick tea (Li et al., 
2017). Zhao et al. found that Lactobacillus maintained a dominant po-
sition during the fermentation process of Chi-flavor type Baijiu (Zhao 
et al., 2022). Both phenomena were different from the findings of this 
work, indicating that there might exist the significant differences in 
microbial succession between short-term and long-term fermentation 
processes. The abundances of Microbacterium and Methlobacterium were 
stable at the early piling stage, however, both of them decreased to 
5.97% and 5.86% in P10, respectively. The abundance of Ralstonia 
(0.60–4.90%), 1174–901-12 (0.61–1.24%), Aureimonas (0.47–0.73%), 
Luteibacter (0.90–1.67%) and Bosea (0.30–0.66%) were observed to 
show a downward trend throughout the piling procedure. 

Random forest as a powerful machine learning method could be used 
to screen the biomarker in terms of the contribution of each variable. 
Here, the entire bacteria genera were employed for random forest 
modeling, and a scatter diagram was established by the variable 
importance (Fig. S5). It could be obviously obtained for 10 bacteria 
genera with variable importance >1, such as Deinococcus, Brevibacte-
rium, Massilia, Mucilaginibacter, Methylobacterium, Curtobacterium, 
Cupriavidus, Sphingomonas, Terriglobus and Kocuria. To analyze the 

Fig. 3. (A) UpSet diagram based on bacterial genus level in piling samples. (B) Bacterial structure bar plot at the genus level. (C) Correlation analysis between 
differential metabolites and bacterial genera. 
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correlation between bacterial genera and differential metabolites at the 
piling stage, mantel test analysis was employed for drawing a correlation 
diagram of the bacterial genera (variable importance >1) and differ-
ential metabolites (Fig. 3C). Sphingomonas was significantly (p < 0.05) 
positively correlated with ginsenoside F3 and Massilia was significantly 
(p < 0.05) proportional to ganoderic acid F, glycine-betaine, apigenin 
6,8-di-glucopyranoside, quercetin-3,7-O-alpha-L-dirhamnopyranoside 
and robinin. In contrast, the other bacterial genera have no significant 
correlations (p > 0.05). 

4. Discussion 

The sensory quality of TC-Liupao tea was highly associated with 
flavor substances, which were greatly impacted by the bacterial com-
munities during the piling process. In this study, the variations of non- 
volatile metabolites and bacterial communities of TC-Liupao tea were 
clarified throughout the process by using non-targeted metabolomics, 
high-throughput sequencing technology and multivariate statistical 
analysis. 

The results showed that all sensory attributes of TC-Liupao tea were 
significantly improved after piling. The infusion color gradually turned 
yellow, which might be attributed to the conversion of catechins into 
theaflavin and the oxidation of chlorophyll under high temperature and 
humidity conditions (Li et al., 2022). Although TC-Liupao tea was 
endowed with a strong and mellow flavor through piling, the sensory 
evaluation revealed that the flavor was muted when the piling time 
exceeded ten hours. The reason for this phenomenon was probably due 
to the excessive decomposition of the flavorful substances. 

The increase of total catechins (TCs) content in the early stage of 
piling was caused by the hydrolyzation of polyphenols dominated by 
proanthocyanidins (Zhu et al., 2002). Subsequently, EGCG as the most 
abundant gallated epicatechin, transformed into non-ester catechins and 
GA, while non-ester catechins have further participated in oxidative 
polymerization to form theaflavins or degradation into phenolic acids 
(An et al., 2021), resulting in the infusion color turning into bright 
yellow. Herein, the enzymatic polymerization of non-ester catechins 
generally involved catalase and oxidase, both of which might be 
secreted by Sphingomonas (Zhao et al., 2008). In addition, the increase of 
the GA content during piling was not only related to the hydrolysis of the 
ester catechins, but also might be associated with the hydroly-sis of 
tannin acid. The microorganisms in the piling samples, such as Achro-
mobacter and Microbacterium, could release tannase to hydrolyze gallic 
tannin, generating GA during piling (Bajpai & Patil, 1997). The Achro-
mobacter abundance began to increase in the later period of piling. 
Compared with P2, the abundance of Acronobacter after piling 10 h 
increased from 6.43% to 48.64%, becoming the dominant bacterium of 
P10, which rationally explained the highest GA content in the P10 
samples. Unlike other dark teas, the abundance of GA in the late periods 
of piling was still maintained high, probably owing to that the shorter 
piling treatment prevented the formation of GA derivatives (Hu et al., 
2021). A similar trend could be found for CAF, the level of which 
increased slightly during the piling process. It might be attributed to the 
microbial action, highly consistent with the previous findings yielded by 
Zhang et al. They found that the CAF content of ripened Pu-erh Tea 
increased after fermentation with the aid of microorganisms (Zhang, Li, 
Ma, & Tu, 2011). However, the content of TB decreased after piling, 
possibly because it was considered as a precursor for the CAF synthesis 
in the presence of microorganisms (Wang, Wan, Hu, & Pan, 2008). And 
the levels of monomeric catechins of Liupao tea produced by modern 
craftsmanship treatment were reported to decrease significantly by 
>89% (Wang et al., 2023). But the levels of TCs, TAs and GA in TC- 
Liupao tea have been not changed on a large scale throughout the 
traditional process. The reasons for these tendencies might be as follows: 
the short piling time induced the transformation of substances incom-
plete, and the high moisture of samples before piling was not conducive 
to the degradation of substances. 

Catechins and flavonoid glycosides were reported to be the main 
contributors for the bitterness and astringency of tea (Ye et al., 2022). At 
the early processing stages (before piling), the tea samples exhibited a 
relatively intense bitter and astringent taste due to the higher contents of 
catechins and flavonoid glycosides. With the process entering into the 
piling stage, the levels of catechins and flavonoid glycosides of the piling 
samples were lower than those of the early processing samples as a 
whole, as a result, the bitter and astringent taste of tea samples was 
reduced by a large margin. In addition, some of flavonoid glycosides 
showed a continuing downward trend in concentration during piling, 
leading to the sensory quality of TC-Liupao tea gradually improved, such 
as kaempferol glycoside (kaempferol-3-O-(6″‘-trans-p-coumaroyl-2″- 
glucosyl)rhamnoside, kaempferol 3-O-beta-D-glucopyranosyl-7-O- 
alpha-L-rhamnopyranoside), myricetin glycoside (myricetin 3-O-galac-
toside, myricetin 3-O-xyloside), quercetin glycoside (quercetin 3-O- 
malonylglucoside, quercetin 3,7-O-alpha-L-dirhamnopyranoside) and 
apigenin 6,8-di-glucopyranoside, as presented in Fig. 2A and Fig. 4A. 
Specifically, the apigenin 6,8-di-glucopyranoside and quercetin 3,7-O- 
alpha L-dirhamnopyranoside decreased by 33.12% and 18.10% in P10 
compared to the P2–8 cluster, respectively, which might be due to that 
the glycosidic bond of flavonoid glycosides was easily broken under 
higher temperature and humidity conditions. Moreover, Algoriphagus as 
a bacterial genus specific to P10 samples, could secrete various glycoside 
hydrolases, glycosyltransferases and polysaccharide lyases with the ca-
pacity for polysaccharide degradation (Alegado et al., 2011), becoming 
another important factor for the obvious reduction of flavonoids and 
their glycosides especially in later stages of piling. Meanwhile, Wang 
et al. found that Sphingomonas was a functional dominant microor-
ganism in the processing of Liupao tea, which could effectively less 
flavonoid glycoside contents and thus reduce the bitterness and astrin-
gency, which was consistent with the phenomenon in the previous study 
(Wang et al., 2021). Notably, the taste of TC-Liupao tea faded when the 
piling time reached 12 h, which might be correlated to the excessive 
degradation of flavor substances (quercetin-3,7-O-alpha-L-dirhamno-
pyranoside, apigenin 6,8-di-glucopyranoside, 2-hydroxy-3-methyl-
butyric acid and p-coumaric acid). Meanwhile, it had unfavorable effects 
for the remodeling of TC-Liupao tea quality in the later aging process. 

Additionally, glycine as one of the flavor amino acids has a unique 
sweet taste and can moderate the acidity and bitterness of tea (Razak, 
Begum, Viswanath, & Rajagopal, 2017). As plotted in Fig. 2B and 
Fig. 4B, glycine could transform into glycine-betaine through fully N- 
methyl substituted and the contents of glycine-betaine reached a mini-
mum value in P10, but then slightly increased after piling 12 h. In 
contrast, the P10 samples had relatively higher level of glycine, which 
was consistent with the previous study that the prolonged period of 
yellowing caused the increase of glycine-betaine content, hindering the 
accumulation of flavorful amino acids (Wei et al., 2021). The relatively 
high accumulation of glycine in P10 produced taste improvement of TC- 
Liupao tea. It could therefore be deduced that piling for ten hours might 
be probably the optimal solution to ensure the quality for TC-Liupao tea. 
Besides, it should be pointed out that there existed small amounts of 
metabolites with the contents increasing during the piling procedure. 
The majority of these metabolites were terpenoids, related to the 
biosynthesis of terpenoids by microbial actions, and a similar phenom-
enon was observed in Qingzhuan tea (Cheng et al., 2021) that the con-
tents of 6 terpenoids showed increasing trends during the 20-year aging 
process. Some species of Sphingomonas have been proven to secrete 
glucosidase to promote the bioconversion of ginsenosides (Choi et al., 
2010). In addition, Sphingomonas was found to be the dominant bacterial 
genus in the fermentation of Liupao tea to facilitate the synthesis of 
terpenoids (Pan et al., 2023). Thus, the increase of terpenoids during 
piling was potentially related to the action of the dominant bacterial 
genus of Sphingomonas. The coumarin metabolites were lactones formed 
from the esterification of p-coumaric acid (Kosuge & Conn, 1959), so the 
increase in toddalolactone might be accompanied by the decrease of p- 
coumaric acid, as described in Fig. 2B and Fig. 4C. Thereby, the acidity 
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of TC-Liupao tea was reduced, and the mellow flavor could be gradually 
improved. Fatty acids were important aroma components in tea (Chen 
et al., 2022), and the increase of FA 18:2 + 2O content favored the 
improvement of the aroma of TC-Liupao tea. 

In this work, correlation analysis was used to explore the association 
between bacterial communities and metabolic components. However, 
except for Sphingomonas and Massilia, other bacteria showed a weak 
correlation with the key metabolites. This phenomenon was signifi-
cantly different from other traditional fermented foods (Qian et al., 
2023), most of which were subjected to a relatively longer fermentation 
period. Thus, it could be preliminarily inferred that the relatively shorter 
piling time was an important reason for the weak correlation between 
bacteria and metabolites in TC-Liupao tea. In other words, the metabolic 
structure change during the process of TC-Liupao tea might be mainly 
attributed to the high temperature and humidity environment. 

5. Conclusion 

In the work, the sensory, metabolic characteristics and bacterial 
community of TC-Liupao tea were found with significant variances 
throughout the processing stages. The results of sensory evaluation 
revealed significant improvement in infusion color, aroma, and taste 
after piling. The differential metabolites between the before-piling and 
after-piling samples were mainly flavonoids and their glycosides, and 
the degradation of metabolites was the dominant trend during the piling 
procedure. Meanwhile, a series of reactions such as terpenoid biosyn-
thesis and esterification of p-coumaric acid occurred at the piling stages. 
Moreover, when the piling time reached 12 h, the excessive degradation 
of metabolites caused the quality decrease of TC-Liupao tea, thereby 
piling 10 h could be regarded as the optimal fermentation period for TC- 
Liupao tea. In addition, Sphingomonas, Achromobacter, Microbacterium, 
and Methylobacterium were the main bacterial genera. Based on the 
pearson correlation analysis, it was found that Sphingomonas and Mas-
silia were associated with flavonoid glycosides and terpenoids through 
secreting extracellular enzymes, potentially improving the tea quality. 
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